Zoo Creatures

Toddler - 1st grade/3 yrs - 6 yrs
Description:
Almost every kind of animal—in one value-packed set! You get all the animals you need for
imaginative play, life science lessons and more—from mammals and birds to insects and dinos! Tub is
filled with 100 realistically detailed vinyl animals. Lion is 3 7/8".
Price: 49.95 USD

Toddler Career Costumes

Infant - Toddler/18 mons - 3 yrs
Description:
Even little ones can be doctors, firefighters, chefs and more…with realistic costumes designed just for
them! Each one is made of machine-washable fabric or wipe-clean vinyl…and comes with a hat and
accessory—from a stethoscope to an oven mitt. Plus, all 6 outfits have a simple pullover design with
hook & loop closures right on the side, so tots can dress themselves! Fits 18 months-3 years.
Price: 149.00 USD

Pretend & Play Table and Chair Set

Toddler - 1st grade/3 yrs - 6 yrs
Description:
With a super-sturdy design, rounded corners and handy wipe-clean surfaces, our finely crafted set
provides the ideal place for classroom activities and pretend play! Wooden table has a spacious 24"w x
24"d top that’s perfect for house play, snack time or expanding classroom work space…and comes
with 4 sturdy wood chairs in 4 bright colors. Table is 23" high; seats are 13 1/2" high. Easy assembly.
5-Piece Set.
Price: 279.00 USD

Learn the Alphabet Puppet Set

Toddler - 1st grade/3 yrs - 6 yrs
Description:
Our cuddly soft alphabet puppets feature whimsical characters children will love—from an adorable
alligator for A to a zany zebra for Z! Each big puppet has an uppercase and lowercase letter sewn on
the front, so children learn to associate each character with a letter. 26 plush puppets have working
mouths and arms, and come with an activity guide. Each is approximately 12".
Price: 199.00 USD

Doctor’s Office

Toddler - 1st grade/3 yrs - 6 yrs
Description:
Our complete doctor’s kit is rugged enough to last through many a house call! Big, chunky instruments
are perfectly sized for young physicians’ hands, and include a stethoscope, plastic bandage, a
thermometer, blood pressure meter and more. 11 plastic pieces in a sturdy plastic, 8 1/4" medical bag.
Price: 24.95 USD

